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Get a thorough introduction to WiMAX--the revolutionary new 802.16 IEEE standard for point-to-point and point-to-multipoint wireless broadband access. Written by networking expert Frank Ohrtman, this detailed guide annotates the 802.16 specification and explains how to design and build a robust, reliable, and secure WiMAX network that takes full advantage of the wide range, increased throughput, and “last mile” solutions offered by WiMAX.
Comprehensive Coverage

This unique resource describes how WiMAX affects current telecom technologies including Wi-Fi, fiber optics, and VoIP, and discusses the business and economic implications of this ground-breaking technology. Readers will find complete details on:

	Annotated 802.16 specification 
	WiMAX architecture 
	Range, power, bandwidth, and roaming 
	QoS and security 
	Enterprise and residential applications 
	Wireless Metro Area Network (WMAN) deployments 
	Regulatory aspects including FCC guidelines 


A DETAILED GUIDE TO WiMAX

Introduction * The Specs on the IEEE 802.16 * Range, Power and Bandwidth--The “Why” of WiMAX * WiMAX Quality of Service * Security * WiMAX Architecture: The Death of Fiber-Optic Networks As We Know Them * VoIP, WiMAX, and Wi-Fi: The Death of Telephone Companies As We Know Them * Video and WiMAX: The Death of Cable TV as We Know It • Economics of WiMAX * Regulatory Aspects of WiMAX * Conclusion: WiMAX as Disruptive Technology

About the Author


Frank Ohrtman (Denver, CO) is the Founder of Softswitch Consulting, a telecommunications consulting firm. He previously held positions with Vsys, Lucent, and Netrix, and is a former U.S Navy Intelligence Officer. He is the author of Softswitch and The Wi-Fi Handbook.
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The 2nd Digital RevolutionIRM Press, 2005
In the 1990s I sat in the office of a CFO of what was then a Fortune 100
company. He was not happy about the annual technology bill. Back then –
and for decades before – technology was tactical. He said something about
technology being his last unmanaged expense. I gave him a list of 10 things
we should do to improve...
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RFID-A Guide to Radio Frequency IdentificationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
This book provides an introduction to RFID technology. It describes and addresses the following: How RFID works, how it is and can be used in current and future applications. The History of RFID technology, the current state of practice and where RFID is expected to be taken in the future. The role of middleware software to route data between the...
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Refactoring JavaScript: Turning Bad Code Into Good CodeO'Reilly, 2017

	
		If your JavaScript is a mess, frameworks can only do so much to help. No matter what framework, "compiles-to-JS" language, or library you use, bugs and performance concerns will always be an issue if the underlying quality of your JavaScript is poor. With this hands-on guide, you’ll learn how test and refactor your...
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Rheumatology Board ReviewJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	The field encompassed by rheumatology has evolved rapidly over the last decade to include multiple immune-modulating and biologic medications, new classification criteria, significant updates on bone metabolism, and completely new paradigms of treatment based on groundbreaking studies published within the last 5 years. Although much has been...
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CCNP ONT Official Exam Certification GuideCisco Press, 2007
CCNP ONT Official Exam Certification Guide is an excellent self-study resource for the 642-845 ONT exam. Passing the exam certifies that the successful candidate has important knowledge and skills in optimizing and providing effective QoS techniques for converged networks. Passing the exam is one of the requirements for the Cisco Certified Network...
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The k p Method: Electronic Properties of SemiconductorsSpringer, 2009
This book presents a detailed exposition of the formalism and application of k.p theory for both bulk and nanostructured semiconductors. For bulk crystals, this is the first time all the major techniques for deriving the most popular Hamiltonians have been provided in one place. For nanostructures, this is the first time the Burt-Foreman theory...
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